REPORT ON WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY CELEBRATIONS

"Our planet’s alarm is going off, and it is time to wake up and take action!"
– Leonardo DiCaprio
Every year on June 5th, World Environment Day is celebrated to encourage worldwide
awareness and action to protect the environment. This year also NCS (K) celebrated
this day within the constraints. The virtual platform paved the way to celebrate the day
with vigor and enthusiasm.
NCS(K) instilled the theme of “Environment Day” in students’ mind through the virtual
environment. The theme focuses on “The Time for Future.” Apart from getting to know
the importance of environmental protection, the students’ should come forward to
conserve our nature and to nurture the life. Yes, this is their time, they are the future
generation and they should give a hand to protect our earth. They need to understand the
significance of taking small steps in whichever way that they can protect the environment.
NCS(K) conducted varieties of activities through the virtual platform which exposed the
creative skill of students and their vast ideas about environmental protection.
The activities driven up by NCS(K) were;

SL
NO
1.

Event
Essay writing (For Class VI to VIII)
1) Essay writing for the classes VI to VII on the topics given below:
a) My contributions towards maintaining Environmental Biodiversity-VI
b) Let us protect biodiversity: it is now or never-VII
c) Protecting Biodiversity-Environmental Vision 2050

2.

Slogan Writing Competition (For Class II to Class V)
An online awareness campaign was conducted in connection with World
Environment day .A large number of students participated enthusiastically and
they shared their ideas in the form of drawings ,slogans etc

3.

Special Assembly and webinars
1) A video recording by the students of class 12 th was uploaded for the
students of the whole school to view. This included their presentations,
song on environment day and views on the topics. The programme was
indeed a portrayal depicting the responsibility of each student to inculcate
the value of environmental sensitivity and the need to protect Biodiversity.

2) A webinar was conducted by Ms Amrita Sreekumar , PRT on the
significance of the day and the need to protect environment.

4.

Planting of sapling
To mark the event of the day, Dr Nellie Paul Verghese Principal Navy children
School, planted the sapling in the school, campus.

